Lesson 11.A
11.A.1 Visarga Sandhi
This is most conveniently presented directly in tabular form:
Final Vowel
-as -as Vs1 Vr2
Next Initial Sound

-o -a
-o
-o
-as
-as.
-as
-ah.
-ah.
0

-a
-a
-a
-a
-as
-as.
-as
-ah.
-ah.

Vr
-Vr
-V3
-Vr
-Vs
-Vs.
-Vs
-Vh.
-Vh.

Vr
-Vr
-V3
-Vr
-Vs
-Vs.
-Vs
-Vh.
-Vh.

a-

any vowel other than a

r-

any other ghos.a vya~njana
c/cht./t.ht/thany other aghos.a vya~njana
avasana (e.g.{ )
1 -Vs = any vowel except a or 
a before the nal s.
2 -Vr = any vowel before the nal r.

A =, followed by another =, is elided, and a preceding
A I or o lengthened.
Note: The words s+H or O*S+H followed by hrasva A becomes sa.e+Y or O*Sa.e+Y
before any other letter the visarga is dropped.
3

The table is simple enough. Basically a nal s or r becomes r before a voiced
(ghos.a) sound (which includes the vowels, of course) the exceptions to this are:
1. -as before a ghos.a consonant becomes -o the -s is dropped before
a vowel, unless that vowel is hrasva A in which case @A:s,++A@
becomes @Ae+Y@.
2. where the nal is -r and the following word begins with r- (a
disallowed combination), the rst r is dropped, and the preceding
vowel, if a i or u, is lengthened.
And the nal s or r becomes a visarga before an unvoiced (aghos.a) sound (whether
a consonant or a pause in sound) the exception to this, is that before c/ch t./t.h or
t/th, it is replaced with a sibilant (s s. or s) of the same mouth position as that of
the following consonant.
One very important point to note about this table, is the last row: an avasana is
a pause or stop in speech, as for example at the end of a sentence or line of poetry.
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This also applies when a sentence is split up into its independent words (padani) by
removing the external sandhi, a process called sandhi vigraha. The immediate
relevance is that the declension of nouns and conjugation of verbs is given in the
form of independent words, which means that sandhi rules applicable to a following
avasana have already been applied. So, when the word is used in a sentence, this
sandhi must be removed: where the word is given in the tables with a nal visarga,
this should be replaces with an s.

11.A.2 Consonant Sandhi
As a rule, a word may begin with any vowel or consonant except h. m. n_ n~ n. r. l. ,
and may end (before an avasana or pause) one of eight consonants k t. t p n_ n m
or h., or with any vowel except r. and l.. The sandhi of words ending with a visarga
(h.) were discussed in 11.A.1 this table covers the remaining consonants.

The rst four of the nal consonants are the alpapran.a aghos.a sparsa (except c)
and the remaining three are nasals. As with the visarga sandhi, this table is split
according to the following sound being ghos.a or aghos.a.
The nal aghos.a (k t. t and p) are basically replaced with the ghos.a alpapran.a
consonant of the same mouth position when the following sound is ghos.a, and
remain unchanged when followed by an aghos.a sound but note that a nal -t
changes to the mouth position of a following talavya or murdhanya sound (both
ghos.a and aghos.a), and observe its special changes before l- h- and s- (in the last
case the substitute replaces the following s- as well). Before an h- (which is ghos.a)
these four are replaced by their ghos.a equivalents, and the h- is replaced by the
mahapran.a equivalent of that ghos.a substitute (e.g. @k, .h@ ) @gG+@).

The kan.t.hya nasal remains unchanged, while the dantya nasal (like the -t) changes
to the mouth position of a following talavya or murdhanya ghos.a sound, and to
an anusvara and sibilant of the following mouth position of a following talavya,
murdhanya or dantya aghos.a also note the special changes before l- and s-. A
nal -m changes to anusvara before any consonant (see 8.A.3 for pronunciation of
the anusvara).

There are no sandhi changes when a vowel meets a consonant, with two exceptions:
when a word ends in a short vowel and the following word begins with ch-, then a c
is inserted secondly, when a word ends in -n_ or -n preceded by a short vowel, and
the following word begins with a vowel, then the nasal is doubled, i.e.:


-V ch- ) -Vcch-

 ) -V n_ n_ V
 n V-V_

 ) -Vnn

 V V-Vn
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Final Consonant (before avasana)

-k
-t.
-t
-p
-n_ -n -m Next Sound
-g
-d.
-d
-b -n_ 1 -n1 -m any vowel
-g
-d.
-d
-b
-n_ -n -m. g/gh-g
-d.
-j
-b
-n_ -~n -m. j/jh-g
-d.
-d.
-b
-n_ -n. -m. d./d.h-g
-d.
-d
-b
-n_ -n -m. d/dh-g
-d.
-d
-b
-n_ -n -m. b/bh-n_
-n.
-n
-m -n_ -n -m. n/m-g
-d.
-d
-b
-n_ -n -m. y/r/v-g
-d.
-l
-b
-n_ -l< 2 -m. l-ggh- -d.d.h- -ddh- -bbh- -n_ -n -m. h-k
-t.
-t
-p
-n_ -n -m. k/kh-k
-t.
-c
-p
-n_ -m.s -m. c/ch-k
-t.
-t.
-p
-n_ -m.s. -m. t./t.h-k
-t.
-t
-p
-n_ -m.s -m. t/th-k
-t.
-t
-p
-n_ -n -m. p/ph-k
-t.
-cch-p
-n_ -~n3 -m. s-k
-t.
-t
-p
-n_ -n -m. s./sThe nasal doubles to -_nn_ or -nn if the preceding vowel is short.
This is a nasalized l, i.e. @n,+ l@ becomes @.<l@.
3 -~
ns- may also become -~nch-.
1
2

11.A.3 Internal Sandhi

The two most common rules of internal sandhi, and which a ect the spelling of
vibhakti endings in particular, are:
s
following k r i  u u .r r. e ai o or au
is replaced by even if there is an intervening m. or h.
s.
unless it is the nal letter or followed by r.

n

following s. r r. or r.
is replaced by even if k kh g gh n_ , p ph b bh m, y v h or m. intervene
n.
when followed by a vowel, m v y or n (which last becomes n.).

Lesson 11.B

The following detailed notes may be used for reference: they need not be studied.

11.B.1 Dvandva Samasa
The dvandva (lit. `couple') samasa is a copulative compound in which the
members, if not compounded, would be in the same case (vibhakti) and connected
by the conjunction c+ (and). There are two types of dvandva:

Itaretara | the members are considered separately the gender of the compound is

the gender of the last member the number is the sum of the members. For example:

ramah. ca kr. s.n.ah. ca ) ramakr. s.n.au (note the dual) = R#ama and Kr. s.n.a.
Samahara | the members are taken collectively as a unit it is always neuter

singular. Pairs of opposites are often put in this form, for example:

sukham ca duh.kham ca ) sukhaduh.kham (note the singular)
= pleasure and pain.

11.B.2 Tatpurus.a Samasa

The tat-purus.a (lit. `his man') samasa is a determinative compound in which the
rst member depends on (i.e. has a case relationship to), or modi es, the second.
There are several types:

Tatpurus.a | also called vyadhikaran.a-tatpurus.a, is characterised as having

di erent case endings if the compound is dissolved, i.e. the members are di erent
objects. The compound may be further classi ed according to the case relationship
(dvitya through saptam) of the rst member to the second. For example:

vr. ks.amulam ( vr. ks.asya mulam (s.as.t.hi-tatpurus.a)
= root of a tree, tree-root.

Karmadharaya | this is a descriptive determinative compound, also called
samanadhikaran.a-tatpurus.a, and is characterised as having the same case ending
if the compound is dissolved, i.e. the members refer to the same object for example:

purn.acandrah. ( purn.ah. (full) candrah. (moon) = full-moon.
Dvigu | this samasa has the same sense as the karmadharaya, but has a word

denoting direction or a numeral as its rst member for example:
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eka-vacana, singular (lit. one - speaking, from p vac, to speak)
&also dvi- (two), bahu- (many), giving `dual' and `plural']
Upapada | this compound has a dhatu derivative as its second member for
Ok*:vacan+

example:

kumbha-kara ( kumbham (pot) + p kr. (to do, act, make) = potter
(similarly a-kara etc.).
Na~n-tatpurus.a | a compound with a negative particle (na-, an-, or a-) as its
rst member, giving a negative or privative sense for example:

a-j~nanam ( a- (negation or absence) + j~nanam (knowledge) = ignorance.

11.B.3 Avyaybhava Samasa
The avyaybhava (lit. `an unchanging nature') samasa is indeclinable (avyaya)
and functions as an adverb. The rst member is an indeclinable (preposition or
adverbial pre x), and the last a noun (naman), and the whole takes the form of
the neuter singular for example:

sakrodham ( sa- (the sense is accompaniment) + krodha (anger)
= with anger, angrily.

yathasraddham ( yatha- (the sense is proportion) + sraddha (faith)
= according to (one's) faith.

11.B.4 Bahuvrhi Samasa
The bahuvrhi (lit. `much rice') samasa is a descriptive compound forming an
adjective (vises.an.a) agreeing with a noun (expressed or understood) for example:

padmaks.a ( padma (lotus) + aks.a (eye)

= whose eyes are (like) lotuses, lotus-eyed.

The di erence between the tatpurus.a and the bahuvrhi is that the former
remains a noun, while the latter becomes an adjective. In the Vedic Sanskrit the
determinative and descriptive compounds were distinguished by accents (see 9.A.1):

raja-putra ( =*a.jan,+ (king) + putra (son)

= the son of the king, the king's son (tatpurus.a).

raja-putra = whose son is a king (bahuvrhi) .
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11.B.5 Exercises
(a) Practise sounding the alphabetical order while following the consonants on the
alphabet chart on page 74.
(b) Write out the alphabet chart on page 74 once per day from memory.
(c) Write the following sentences in devanagar, applying sandhi rules as
necessary | and it will be necessary quite often! | and then translate them
into English.
For example:

narah. asvah. ca alpan vr. ks.an labhete
na=*e+Y a3a.a.pa.anvxa a.a.<l*Bea.te+

The man and horse take the small trees.

1. narau alpam vr. ks.am agnim asvat vahatah.
2. bala asvam naram ca vr. ks.at labhate

3. phalani asvam vahati iti guruh. balah. vadati

4. guru alpam naram vr. ks.ayat sghram gacchatah.
5. narah. vr. ks.am agnim balayai asvena vahati
6. bala asvam alpam nadm vr. ks.at nayate

7. narah. vr. ks.an phalebhyah. asvena gacchati

8. guruh. agnim narat gacchati iti alpa bala vadati
9. bala alpah. asvah. ca agnim narat gacchatah.

10. alpebhyah. phalebhyah. sundares.u vr. ks.es.u gacchavah.

